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Differences in mental representations
spontaneously adopted for reasoning

DENNIS E, EGAN and DOROTHEA D, GRIMES-FARROW
BellLaboratories, MurrayHill, New Jersey 07974

Retrospective reporting was used to show that people spontaneously adopt different mental
representations for reasoning. In two experiments, subjects solved a large number of three
term series reasoning problems and then gave retrospective reports (verbal protocols, drawings,
and forced-choice strategy selections) about their solutions. A majority of subjects' reports
could be classified reliably into two groups. One group (abstract directional thinkers) claimed
to construct a mental ordering of the three geometric figures used as the terms in the problems.
A second group (concrete properties thinkers) claimed to attribute physical properties to mental
geometric objects. In both experiments, abstract directional thinkers made few errors and were
sensitive to the number of pivot-first premises in a problem. Concrete properties thinkers made
more errors and were sensitive to the use of inverse relations and the number of alternations
between a relation and its inverse as a problem was read. Quantitative models of the two kinds
of reasoning are presented. Implications are discussed concerning theories of reasoning, tests of
reasoning, and the usefulness of retrospective reporting as a general method.

Reasoning is considered to be the epitome of human
intellectual performance. Because of its obvious impor
tance, reasoning has been studied experimentally using a
number of tasks, and some sort of reasoning test is
included in virtually every psychometric battery. Among
the various reasoning tasks, perhaps none has been
studied as frequently as the three-term series problem,
also known as the transitive inference problem or linear
syllogism (see Sternberg, 1980, for a review).

The exact form of the three-term series problem used
in the present studies is best demonstrated by example:
"Circle is lighter than square. Triangle is darker than
square. Is triangle lighter than circle?" In these problems.
the two initial statements, or premises, are composed of
two terms and a relation. Each premise has the form:
"Term is relation term." One term, the pivot or middle
term of the linear order, occurs in both of the premises.
In the problems used in the present studies, the question
after the premises always had an unambiguous answer
and always involved comparing the non pivot terms.

The main question addressed by this research is
whether different people spontaneously adopt different
ways of mentally representing problems like the one
given in the example. This question has both theoretical
and practical importance. For theoretical purposes,
it is important to know whether a single theory can pos
sibly account for the performance of each individual

These two experiments were summarized in a paper pre
sented at the annual meeting of the Psychonomic Society in
Phoenix, Arizona, November 8-10. 1979. The able assistance of
Peter Meany is gratefully acknowledged. E. Z. Rothkopf gave
many helpful comments on previous draftsof thispaper. Requests
for reprints should be sent to Dennis E. Egan, Bell Laboratories,
600 Mountain Avenue, Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974.

subject solving a reasoning problem. The vigorous debate
concerning different representations of three-term series
problems (Clark, 1969; Huttenlocher, 1968; Sternberg,
1980) and the apparent ease of influencing subjects to
adopt different representations for linear orders (Mayer,
1979; Mynatt & Smith, 1977; Sternberg & Weil, 1980)
suggest that individual subjects may spontaneously
represent these problems in quite different ways. More
over, recent studies (Macleod, Hunt, & Mathews, 1978;
Mathews, Hunt, & MacLeod, 1980) have demonstrated
that different people adopt different representational
strategies for the sentence-picture verification task,
which is similar to deductive reasoning.

For practical purposes, it is important to understand
what a score on a reasoning test means. One possibility
is that a score is a measure of the efficiency of an exami
nee in executing the same sequence of mental operations
as everyone else. This view would be a straightforward
application of Sternberg's (1980) theory or any other
single theory of reasoning to a testing situation. Another
possibility is that a score at least partly reflects a strate
gic decision made by the examinee to adopt a particular
scheme for representing problems. This possibility
assumes not only that subjects adopt different represen
tations, but also that some representations result in
better performance than others.

The present studies used retrospective reports to
identify individual differences in reasoning. Subjects
solved reasoning problems and immediately afterward
described their solutions. Subjects giving similar reports
were classified together. Follow-up analyses then sought
to validate this classification scheme by looking for cer
tain patterns in the previously obtained performance
data. Johnson (1978) described these steps of classifica-
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tion and validation in studies identifying different con
cept learning strategies.

The problems used in these studies were designed to
encourage the use of spatial representational schemes.
The three terms were always the geometric figures
circle, square, and triangle. The relationships used were
either the positional pairs above-below, right-left, and
front-back or the visual comparative pairs rougher
smoother, darker-lighter, and fatter-thinner.

The mode of presenting problems was thought to be
an important variable because some experimental results
suggest that reading and listening differentially interfere
with the representation of spatial relationships (Brooks,
1967; Ormrod, 1979; Shaver, Pierson, & Lang, 1974).
The first experiment included a listening (L) and a
listening-plus-reading (LR) mode. The second experi
ment used only the L mode.

EXPERIMENT 1

Method
Relations and inverses. In this paper, an inverse is defmed as

that member of a pair of opposing relational words that leads to
greater difficulty in these and many other experiments (e.g.,
Jones, 1970; see also Clark, 1969). For example, the word
"above" leads to faster and more accurate performance than the
word "below" in a large range of tasks. Consequently, "above"
will be referred to as a relation, but "below" will be referred to
as an inverse. Similarly, "fatter" is calleda relation, but "thinner"
is called an inverse. The terms of the problems will be referred to
as follows: The "A term" is the initial term in the linear order
(e.g., when using above-below, the A term would be the highest);
the "B term" is the pivot, or middle, term; the "C term" is the
end term of the linear order (lowest when using above-below).

Reasoning problems. A total of 192 problems consisting of
32 problems involving each of the six relation-inverse pairs

formed the basic set of materials. For each relation-inverse pair,
16 problem types (see Table 1) resulted from a 24 factorial
combination of the following variables: (1) whether the relation
or inverse was used in the premise relating the A and B terms,
(2) whether the relation or inverse was used in the premise relat
ing the Band C terms, (3) whether the A-B premise preceded or
followed the B-e premise, and (4) whether the relation or inverse
was used in the problem question. One version of each problem
type ended with the question "Is A relation (inverse) C?"; the
other ended with "Is C relation (inverse) A?" By pooling the
data from these two problems, each of the 16 problem types was
balanced for correct response.

Modes of presentation. Following Brooks (1967), an Land
an LR condition were employed. Two complete sets of problems
were tape-recorded by a male speaker who began each problem
by saying "Next," then read the problem, and then paused 5 sec
before beginning the next problem. A typical problem took
approximately 8 sec to read. In the LR condition, at the signal
"Next," subjects turned over a card with the same problem that
the speaker was saying written on it. Subjects were encouraged
to read the card silently in pace with the speaker's voice. The
problems were printed on 5 x 8 in. white cards. The three geo
metric terms in each problem were .25-in. figures outlined in
black ink, and words were typed in IBM Orator type font. In
the L condition, subjects turned over a blank card at each
"Next" signal. In both conditions, subjects answered problems
by using a pencil to cross out "Yes" or "No" or "?" next to
the number of the problem on an answer sheet. Subjects were
instructed to mark the "?" rather than guess randomly.

Design. Each subject solved a total of 384 problems, one
complete set of problems in both the Land LR conditions.
Each set was arranged in eight blocks of 24 problems. Presenta
tion mode was alternated every four blocks, and the sequence
of presentation modes was counterbalanced across subjects.
Within each block, the 24 problems were selected and ordered
randomly under the constraints that each of the six relation
inverse pairs occur four times and that no two successive prob
lems involve the same relation-inverse pair.

Procedure. Subjects were tested individually for one session
lasting approximately 2.5 h, including breaks permitted after any
block of 24 problems. After some general directions, subjects

Table 1
Structure of Different Problem Types and Corresponding Error Rates in Two Experiments

Error Proportion

Problem Type Experiment 1 Experiment 2

Premise 1 Premise 2 Questions AD (N = 7) CP (N = 5) AD (N = 42) CP (N = 18)

A>B B>C A>C? C>A? .101 .275 .228 .194
B>C A>B A>C? C>A? .042 .308 .149 .190
A>B C <B A >C? C > A? .036 .425 .167 .292
C<B A>B A >C? C> A? .054 .392 .139 .250
B<A B>C A >C? C >A? .179 .467 .331 .347
B>C B<A A>C? C >A? .173 .492 .282 .292
B<A C<B A>C? C > A? .101 .492 .194 .278
C<B B<A A>C? C >A? .077 .367 .212 .268
A>B B>C A <C? C < A? .125 .317 .202 .255
B>C A>B A <C? C <A? .071 .325 .157 .287
A>B C<B A <C? C <A? .042 .375 .159 .232
C<B A>B A <C? C <A? .048 .292 .167 .301
B<A B >C A <C? C < A? .214 .467 .304 .375
B>C B<A A <C? C< A? .196 .383 .254 .301
B<A C<B A<C? C < A? .083 .350 .179 .278
C<B B<A A <C? C< A? .101 .350 .232 .319

Note-Relations (above, right of, in front of, rougher, darker, fatter) are indicated by">," and inverses (below, left of, in back of,
smoother, lighter, thinner) are indicated by "<." Error rates have been combined across the two possible questions for each problem
type. AD = abstract directional; CP= concrete properties.



received six practice problems, three in the L condition and
three in the LR condition. These problems used relations that
did not occur in the rest of the experiment. Subjects were then
told the relation-inverse pairs for the experimental problems and
began the first block. After the final block of problems was com
pleted, the experimenter interviewed each subject. The subjects
were asked how they solved problems involving each relation
inverse pair. The interviews were tape-recorded and later were
used to classify subjects into groups.

Subjects. Six male and six female high school students were
paid to participate in the experiment.

Results
Retrospective reports. Subjects' reports revealed

striking individual differences in the way problem repre
sentations were described, particularly those for the
three visual comparative relation-inverse pairs, rougher
smoother, darker-lighter, and fatter-thinner. Some sub
jects claimed to always establish an order for the three
geometric figures no matter what relation was used. For
these subjects, "rougher," for example, would be identi
fied with one end of a vertical or horizontal scale, as
would "darker" and "fatter." Subjects described men
tally arranging the geometric figures roughest to smooth
est, darkest to lightest, and so forth. Other subjects
claimed to attribute physical properties to the geometric
figures in the case of the visual comparative relations.
For example, these subjects described their representa
tion of a rougher triangle as one having a roughly tex
tured surface, or a lighter circle as being very bright, or
a fatter square as being physically large. Distinctions
between these subjects on the positional relations were
not as clear (see General Discussion).

The rule for assigning subjects to groups was that if
a subject described a representation that clearly involved
physical properties for any relation, then he or she
would be placed in a group labeled "concrete properties"
thinkers. Subjects claiming to use directional representa
tions for every relation were placed in a group labeled
"abstract directional" thinkers.

This asymmetric rule was motivated by expediency.
Classifying reasoners into many subgroups based on the
exact representation of specific relations would require
extremely large samples and complex analyses. Using
this rule, all subjects could be classified into either the
concrete properties group (N = 5: 3 females, 2 males) or
the abstract directional group (N = 7: 3 females, 4 males).

Analysis of grouped data. Preliminary analyses of sub
jects' responses indicated that "?" responses accounted
for slightly more than half of the errors in each group of
subjects (52.6% for abstract directional subjects and
50.9% for concrete properties subjects). The relative
proportion of "?" responses also was approximately
equal for different presentation modes and blocks of
practice. Consequently, "?" responses and wrong
responses were combined for all remaining analyses.

A split-plot analysis of variance was used on the error
data, and the method ofleast squares (Winer, 1971) was
applied because of the unequal numbers of subjects in
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the two groups. In this analysis, representation group
was a between-subjects factor and presentation mode,
relation, and problem type were within-subjects factors.
The abstract directional group's error rate (I0.3%) was
significantly lower than that of the concrete properties
group (38.0%) [F(l,IO) = 14.06, P < .01] . The relation
factor was significant [F(5,50) = 3.26, p < .05]. Error
rates for the six relational pairs were as follows: above
below (17.2%), front-back (18.0%), fatter-thinner
(20.4%), darker-lighter (24.1%), right-left (24.1%), and
rougher-smoother (26.6%). There were also significant
differences among the 16 problem types [F( 15,150) =
5.22, p < .001].

For present purposes, the most important effect was
the Representation Group by Problem Type interaction
[F(15,150)= 1.76, p<.05]. This interaction suggests
that people who gave different reports made different
kinds of reasoning errors.

Validating abstract directional reports. Previous
research suggests a direct test of the validity of reports
from the abstract directional thinkers. These reports are
consistent with spatial models of solving three-term
series problems (DeSoto, London, & Handel, 1965;
Huttenlocher, 1968; Sternberg, 1980; Trabasso & Riley,
1975) based on the "end anchoring effect." In theory,
subjects using a directed spatial representation should
find it easier to construct a mental array if the array is
"end anchored," that is, constructed from the ends
toward the middle. The implication for abstract direc
tional thinkers is that the difficulty of solving a prob
lem should be directly related to the number of premises
in the problem that have the middle, or pivot, term
stated first.

Each problem was coded by the number of premises
having the pivot term first, and this variable was corre
lated with problem difficulty across the 16 types of
problems. When error rates were combined across the
six relations, the number of pivot-first premises in a
problem accounted for the great majority of variance
in problem difficulty for the abstract directional group
(r2 = .822, p< .001). Mean error rates increased mono
tonically over problems with zero, one, or two pivot
first premises (error rates were 4.5%, 8.8%, and 19.0%,
respectively). This relationship was also statistically
significant for each relation analyzed separately in the
abstract directional group. On the other hand, the con
crete properties group showed a much smaller, non
significant relationship between the number of pivot
first premises and error rate (r 2 = .176, p > .10). Mean
error rates were not a monotonic function of the
number of pivot-first premises (error rates were 37.1%,
34.8%, and 45.2%). The relationship between pivot
first premises and error rates did not approach signifi
cance for any individual relation in this group.

Validating concrete properties reports. Two poten
tial sources of difficulty for concrete properties thinkers
were suggested by the following rationale. Concrete
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properties thinkers claimed to generate qualitatively
different representations for a relation and its inverse.
This qualitative difference for the concrete properties
group suggests that those subjects may show a greater
effect of using inverses than do the abstract directional
subjects. Concrete properties thinkers may also have
more difficulty processing changes in relations as they
read the problems. That is, if a relation and its inverse
have different concrete representations, it may prove
difficult to alternately access the different representa
tions.

The hypothesis that the number of changes between
relation and inverse would influence error rates of the
concrete properties thinkers received some support. The
number of changes accounted for a significant portion
of the problem variance for concrete properties thinkers
(r2 = .255, p < .05) but not for the abstract directional
group (r2 = .049, p > .10). Mean error rates increased
monotonically with the number of alternations for con
crete properties thinkers (error rates were 32.1%, 39.0%,
and 41.9% for problems with zero, one, and two alterna
tions, respectively), but not for abstract directional
thinkers (corresponding error rates were 8.2%, 12.0%,
and 11.8%). The hypothesis that the number of difficult
relations or inverses would affect the error rates of the
concrete properties group received no support. This
variable was not significantly correlated with errors
for either concrete properties thinkers (r2 = .026) or
abstract directional thinkers (r2 = .011).

Discussion
Two conclusions follow from this experiment. One is

that retrospective reports following a reasoning task can
be used to classify subjects. The second conclusion is
that the categories tentatively appear to have some
validity. Reasoning errors by the group labeled abstract
directional thinkers were influenced by a variable that is
directional in character. The group labeled concrete
properties thinkers was not as sensitive to the directional
problem variable but did show some sensitivity to the
number of alternations that occurred between a relation
and its inverse in the statement of problems. The large
overall difference in error rates favoring abstract direc
tional thinkers may reflect the greater efficiency of
generating mental arrays over generating concrete mental
representations.

Since presentation mode produced no main effect or
interaction, it is possible that subjects ignored the visual
input in the LR condition. Only the L mode was used in
Experiment 2.

EXPERIMENT 2

The second experiment was designed to replicate the
first study with a larger number ofsubjects. Additionally,
two supplementary techniques were used to collect
retrospective reports. Subjects were asked to draw repre
sentations of problems and to choose between written

descriptions of the two types of problem representations
found in Experiment 1. Agreement among various
methods of reporting provides one measure of the reli
ability of retrospective reports.

Method
Design. Each subject solved one set of the 192 problems pre

viously described. The problems were again organized in blocks
of 24 and were administered in one of four different randomized
orders.

Procedure. Eight groups were tested, ranging in size from 12
to 14 subjects/group. Each of the four presentation orders was
given to two of the groups. The experiment was held in a class
room, and each group participated in a single session lasting
approximately 1.5 h. The experiment began with subjects read
ing directions and then solving six practice problems. All prob
lems were presented on a tape playback machine positioned so
that all subjects easily could hear the problems. Following the
practice problems, subjects began the first block of experimental
problems. A 3D-sec break was given after each block of 24
problems, and a break of approximately 5 min was given midway
through the session.

Retrospective reports. Subjects' reports were collected in
three phases immediately following the completion of the reason
ing problems. First, subjects were asked to write a description of
how they solved problems involving each of the relation-inverse
pairs. The descriptions were essentially written versions of the
oral retrospective reports collected in Experiment I. Subjects
were asked next to make a drawing of their mental representa
tions for six different problems, one involving each of the
relation-inverse pairs. Finally, written descriptions of the two
ways of solving reasoning problems identified in Experiment 1
were handed out. Subjects were then asked to choose which of
the descriptions more closely characterized their own way of
solvingthe problems.

SUbjects. Fifty male and 50 female high school students were
paid to participate.

Results
Written descriptions. The written retrospective

reports were classified by the two authors, working as
independent judges without knowledge of the perfor
mance data. Each judge classified each subject according
to the rule developed earlier. If the written description
showed evidence of representing any problems by con
crete properties, the subject was classified in one cate
gory (concrete properties thinker). Subjects claiming to
use a directional representation for every relation were
classified in another category (abstract directional
thinker). If the written description was either unclear or
described a representational scheme other than the two
found in the first study, the subject was classified into a
third category (other/not clear).

The two judges agreed on the categorization of 82%
of the individual subjects. For another 17% of the cases,
one judge classified a subject as one of the two types of
thinkers identified, but the other judge classified the
subject as "other/not clear." In 1 of the 100 cases ana
lyzed, the judges directly disagreed, one judge classifying
the subject as an abstract directional thinker and the
other, as a concrete properties thinker. A reexamination
of that subject's reports suggested that the subject was
in fact combining the two representations. All further



analyses were carried out using the 60 subjects who were
independently classified by the two judges as usingone of
the two representations identified earlier. There were 18
subjects (10 males, 8 females) classified as concrete prop
erties thinkers and 42 subjects (19 males, 23 females) clas
sified as abstract directional thinkers. Examples of the
written reports given by the subjects are shown in Table 2.

Drawings. Subjects' drawings showed differences that
corresponded to their written reports. Some subjects
represented problems by drawing geometric figures with
altered physical properties. For example, "rougher"
might be represented as a spotted surface or a serrated
outline, "darker" as shading, and "fatter" as greater
physical size. Other subjects used standard geometric
objects throughout their drawings but arranged the
objects left to right or top to bottom on scales. The 60
subjects previously classified by consensus were again
classified as either drawing only directional representa
tions or drawing at least one representation with altered
physical properties. For 56 of the 60 subjects (93.3%),
the classification of the drawings corresponded to the
previous classification of the written reports. Thus,
these verbal and nonverbal modes of describing problem
representations proved to be consistent.

Forced-choice responses. The problem solvingdescrip
tions chosen by subjects were analyzed in a way similar
to the drawings. Three of the 60 subjects (1 concrete
properties thinker and 2 abstract directional thinkers)
claimed that neither description matched their actual
problem solving process close enough to make a choice.
A total of 51 of the 60 subjects (85%) chose descriptions
consistent with the previous classifications based on
written reports. While this method of forced choice
shows substantial agreement with the written reports,
the agreement might have been greater if the choice had
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been limited to performance on problems involving
visual comparative relations (see General Discussion).

Analysis of grouped data. As in Experiment 1, "?"
responses accounted for approximately the same propor
tion of total errors in each group of subjects (40.3% for
abstract directional thinkers and 38.0% for concrete
properties thinkers). The reduced use of "?" and generally
lower error rates in this study may be due to the fact
that subjects did not have to manipulate stimulus cards
as they did in the first study.

A split-plot analysis of variance using the method of
least squares was applied to the error data. The pattern
of results was similar to that found in Experiment 1.
First, the abstract directional group's error rate (21.0%)
was lower than that for the concrete properties group
(27 .9%), this time at a marginal level of significance
[F(l ,58) =3.60, .10 > P > .05]. The difference in error
rate between the two groups tended to increase from the
first half (5.1%) to the second half (8.7%) of the session.
The larger group difference later in practice is consistent
with the larger difference between groups in Experi
ment 1, in which twice as many problems were used.
Second, the relation factor was significant [F(5,290) =
43.16, p < .001]. Error rates for the pairs of relational
words were as follows: above-below (13.0%), front-back
(15.0%), right-left (24.3%), fatter-thinner (25.4%),
darker-lighter (29.4%), and rougher-smoother (31.2%).
Third, there were again significant differences among
the 16 problem types [F(15,870) = 11.72, p < .001]. In
this experiment, the Relation by Problem Type inter
action also was significant [F(75 ,4350) =2.18, p <.001].

Problem difficulty for different representations. The
Representation Group by Problem Type interaction was
significant [F(15,870) =2.06, p < .01]' so this inter
action was analyzed as before, and the results are pic-

Table 2
Examples of Written Retrospective Reports

Sub
ject Abstract Directional Thinkers

Sub
ject Concrete Properties Thinkers

Problem Relation: Rougher-Smoother
005 "Rather than imagining a rough/smooth figure, I put the 008 "I also drew a picture, and if something was rough-I

figures in a horizontal line, in my mind, in the order of would put craters in it in my mind-smooth was just plain
left/right rather than rough/smooth." white."

049 "I pictured the objects in my mind in a line of sequence." 098 "The picture came to mind of corners and smooth edges,
then the question was solved."

Problem Relation: Darker-Lighter
003 "I set up a scale with the lightest on the far right and 062 "In my mind, I 'colored in' the object that was darkest."

darkest on the far left and placed the figures on their
appropriate spots."

051 "Placed them in a line up and down, darkest being on 080 "I listened to the problem and tried to solve it mentally
top." at times picturing the objects colored in or not."

Problem Relation: Fatter-Thinner
086 "I also used a mental horizontal grid for this relation with 022 "This [fatter-thinner problem) was hard. I had to think

the left side of the grid being the 'thin end' and the right of the shapes as squeezed or pulled."
side the 'fat end."

099 "Put shapes in order from thinner to fatter." 100 "Made them [the figures) fatter and thinner in my head."
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tured in Figure 1. The number of pivot-first premises in
a problem influenced error rates of abstract directional
thinkers more strongly (r2 = .718, p < .001) than those
of concrete properties thinkers (r2 = .203, .10 >p> .05).
For each of the six individual relations, the abstract
directional thinkers were more sensitive than the con
crete properties thinkers to this directional variable.

The effect of the number of pivot-first premises again
was monotonically increasing for abstract directional
thinkers, but nonmonotonic for concrete properties
thinkers (see Figure 1). There was, however, a reliable
difference for concrete properties thinkers between
problems having two pivot-first premises and problems
with either zero or one such premise [t(14) =2.89,
p < .02] . This result can be rationalized as follows. For
all problems having two pivot-first premises (e.g., "Circle
is lighter than square. Circle is darker than triangle."), a
concrete properties thinker might have great difficulty
if the B term (circle in the example) is represented first
by the property suggested by a relation and then again
by the property suggested by its inverse. Data from
Experiment 1 showed the same effect [t(14) = 2.90,
p < .02]. This effect of two pivot-first premises is
incorporated in the model for concrete properties
thinkers developed in the General Discussion section.

As in Experiment 1, the number of changes between
a relation and inverse had a significant effect for the con
crete properties group (r2 =.270, p <.05), but not for
the abstract directional group (r2 =.042, P > .10). Addi
tionally, in this experiment, the number of inverses had
a significant effect for the concrete properties group
(r2 = .263, p < .05), but not for the abstract directional
group (r2 = .005, p> .10). The effects of these two
problem factors are shown graphically in Figure 1. The
concrete properties group shows a monotonic relation
ship between error rate and both the number of difficult
relations and the number of changes in relation. The

abstract directional group shows less systematic relation
ships between error rates and each of these two factors.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Classification of Reasoners
Two aspects of the method for classifying subjects

require further explanation. First, subjects were placed
in the concrete properties group if even one of their
reports for the visual comparative relations suggested a
concrete .representation. In fact, a subject reporting a
concrete representation for one relation was very likely
to report using such a representation for more than one
relation. For example, 17 of the 18 subjects identified
as concrete properties thinkers in Experiment 2 gave
reports having a concrete character for two or more
relations.

Second, although subjects were classified on the basis
of their reports about the visual comparative relations,
the patterns of data within each group were similar for
the positional and visual comparative relations. A possi
ble explanation of this finding is that abstract directional
and concrete properties thinkers use different represen
tations for positional problems, but these representations
are described in language that differs only in very subtle
ways. For example, concrete properties thinkers might
represent the spatial position of objects by means of a
visual image, whereas abstract directional thinkers might
represent spatial position by means of an abstract order
preserving scale. Despite their qualitative differences,
these two forms of representation for positional prob
lems could be described using very similar words (e.g.,
for an above-below problem: "I thought of the objects
from top to bottom"). This sort of ambiguity is a diffi
culty inherent in the present method of retrospective
reporting.

A detailed analysis of the actual words used by the
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Figure 1. Error rates for concrete properties and abstract directional thinkers as a function of
three problem factors: (a) the number of pivot-first premises, (b) the number of difficult relations
or inverses, and (c) the number of changes in relation as the problem was read. Brackets represent
± I standard error computed over problems for each point.



two types of thinkers tends to support the conjecture
that the different groups represented positional prob
lems in different ways. Key words were identified that
suggest either the use of an image (variants of the words
"picture" and "draw") or the use of an abstract, order
preserving scale (variants of the words "put," "order,"
"line," and "horizontal/vertical"). Concrete properties
thinkers tended to use more words suggesting an image
than did abstract directional thinkers (means were 2.39
and 1.81 words/subject, respectively). On the other
hand, abstract directional thinkers tended to use more
words suggesting a scale than did concrete properties
thinkers (means were 1.79 and .72 words/subject,
respectively). This interaction of Representation Group
by Word Type was reliable [F(1 ,58) = 4.39, P < .05],
but it should be stressed that this analysis was entirely
post hoc. Further research might obtain a clearer separa
tion of representational strategies used on positional
problems by probing with questions that involve the key
words analyzed.

Two Processing Models
The abstract directional model. A process model for

abstract directional thinkers was developed to account
for their reports and pattern of errors. Abstract direc
tional thinkers (see Table 3) are assumed to encode the
first premise and establish a mental scale for a problem.
Then, the two terms stated in the first premise are
arranged on the scale, the grammatical subject being
placed first. The second premise is then encoded, and
the subject searches for the third, or missing, term. This
search is easier if the third term is the grammatical
subject rather than the object of the second premise
(Huttenlocher, 1968). The value of the "search" param
eter (0 or 1 respectively) reflects this difficulty, and
accounts for the effect of starting the second premise
with the pivot term. Next, the third term is positioned
on the mental scale, and it is assumed that there are
three distinct cases for this operation. The easiest case
occurs when the third term is placed next in the sequence
established by the first two terms. For example, if the
first two terms are arranged smooth """* rough, positioning
the third term is easiest if it is the roughest. If the first
two terms are placed rough ~ smooth, then positioning
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the third term is easiest when it is the smoothest. Two
more difficult cases exist and correspond to problems
beginning with a pivot-first premise. In the easier of
these cases, the third term does not fall next in sequence,
but instead, it must be placed at the end of the scale
associated with the relation. In the remaining, most dif
ficult case, the third term again does not fall in sequence
but must be positioned at the end of the scale associated
with the inverse.

The rationale for the difference in difficulty among
the three cases of positioning the third term should be
the subject of further research. One possibility is that
the first two terms may be reordered in the preferred
direction, as suggested by Huttenlocher (1968), but only
if the third term does not follow naturally in the
sequence established by the flrst two terms. For present
purposes, the three cases of positioning the third term
are simply reflected in three values of the "position"
parameter (0,1, or 2, respectively).

The concrete properties model. The model for con
crete properties thinkers suggests that these subjects
generate and compare images of objects having the
stated properties. For each premise, concrete properties
thinkers (Table 4) are assumed to encode the premise
and then generate an image pair in which the grammati
cal subject takes on the property stated in the premise
and the grammatical object remains neutral. After two
such pairs have been generated, the question is encoded,
and then the two image pairs are scanned for the answer.
Differences in difficulty among problems are assumed to
arise from three sources. One kind of difficulty has to do
with whether the relation or inverse is used in each
premise. Using an inverse presumably makes the appro
priate image pair more difficult to generate. For a given
problem, the parameter "generate" takes on a value equal
to the number of difficult images required (0, 1, or 2).
The parameter "encode" reflects the difficulty of alter
nately accessing a relation and its inverse. The value of
this parameter equals the number of alternations between
a relation and inverse as a problem is read (0, 1, or 2).
Finally, the parameter "scan" reflects the difficulty in
dealing with images that are inconclusive. As noted pre
viously, problems having two pivot-first premises result
in the B term's taking on a property in one image pair

Process

Table 3
Model for Abstract Directional Subjects

Problem Factors MP

(l) Encode Premise 1
(2) Establish abstract scale
(3) Arrange first two terms placing grammatical subject first on scale
(4) Encode Premise 2
(5) Find third term
(6) Position third term
(7) Encode question
(8) Scan the scale
(9) Respond

Note-MP = model parameter.

Is third term grammatical subject or object? Search
Does third term fall in "natural" next position? Position
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Table 4
Model for Concrete Properties Subjects

Process Problem Factors MP

(1) Encode Premise 1
(2) Generate Image Pair 1 by assigning property to grammatical subject
(3) Encode Premise 2
(4) Generate Image Pair 2 by assigning property to grammatical subject
(5) Encode question
(6) Scan Images
(7) Respond

Is difficult (inverse) relation used?
Is relation the same as that in Process I?
Is difficult (inverse) relation used?
Is relation the same as that in Process 3?
Are the images conclusive?

Generate
Encode
Generate
Encode
Scan

Note-MP = model parameter.

Table 5
Proportion of Variance in Problem Difficulty

Attributable to Parameters of Two Models

Note-These proportions are increments in R' values due to
each parameter. The order in which the parameters are given
corresponds to the step at which they entered the regression
equation for the group of subjects appropriate to a particular
model. A =abstract group; C =concrete group.
"p < .05. tp < .01.

Abstract Directional Model

Search .576t .021 .668t .105 .668t .076
Position .288t .305* .208t .201 .235t .311*
I:R' .864t .326 .876t .306 .903t .387*

Concrete Properties Model

Scan .794t .372* .724t .374* .768t .474t
Generate .001 .185* .016 .166* .011 .221t
Encode .024 .079 .024 .087 .025 .106*
I:R' .819t .636t .764t .627t .804t .801t

and then taking on the inverse property in the other
pair. Such problems produce inconclusive image pairs in
which the A and C terms are both neutral. Confronted
with this type of problem, concrete properties thinkers
may guess or reformulate one of the premises to arrive at
an answer. The scan parameter has the value 1 for such
problems and 0 otherwise.

Testing models using multiple regression. The propor
tion of variance in problem difficulty uniquely associated
with each parameter in each model was determined by
stepwise multiple regression. The data are shown in
Table 5. For both experiments, the abstract directional
model was the better predictor of performance for
abstract directional subjects and the concrete properties
model was the better predictor for concrete properties
subjects. If errors on the various problem types are com
bined across experiments, the abstract directional model
accounts for 90.3% of the variance in problem difficulty
for abstract directional thinkers (the concrete properties
model accounts for 80.4% of the variance for this group).
Both the search and position parameters account for
significant and unique portions of variance in problem
difficulty for abstract directional thinkers. The concrete

properties model accounts for 80.1% of the variance in
problem difficulty for the combined concrete properties
thinkers (the abstract directional model accounts for
38.7% of the variance for this group), and each of the
parameters scan, generate, and encode accounts for
significant and unique variance.

The estimated reliability! of the abstract directional
data combined across experiments was .951, so the
abstract directional model (R2 = .903) accounted for
.903/.951, or 95.0%, of the reliable variation in the
problem type data for those subjects. The fit of the con
crete properties model (R 2 =.801) actually slightly
exceeded the theoretical upper limit of the reliability
of the combined concrete properties data (estimated
reliability was.727).

It is important to note that certain parameters of the
two models are correlated in the 16 problem types used.
The most important example of this confounding occurs
for the parameter scan in the concrete properties model
that is correlated with both the search and position
parameters in the abstract directional model. These cor
relations account for the contribution of scan to variance
in problem difficulty for abstract directional subjects.
This interpretation of the contribution of scan is consis
tent with the facts that it is only the parameter in the
concrete properties model that correlates with perfor
mance for abstract directional subjects and that the two
parameter abstract directional model accounts for more
variance in that group than does the three-parameter
concrete properties model.

Tests of parameters using analysis of variance. The
effects of model parameters also were tested using ana
lyses of variance. For this purpose, error rates on classes
of problems reflecting the values of the model param
eters were analyzed. The general result was that -repre
sentation groups interacted, as expected, with three of
the five theoretical parameters .

For the abstract directional model, mean error rates
for each subject in the two experiments were obtained
for each of the six search by position parameter value
combinations. Abstract directional subjects showed a
larger increment in error rate due to searching than
concrete properties subjects did [F(l ,350) = 12.60,
p < .001] . The interaction of Representation Groups by
Position did not approach significance(F < 1.0), although

C

1+2

AC

2

A

Experiment

CA
Param

eter



position had a stong main effect ([F(2,350) = 24.93,
P < .001]. The lack of interaction may have been due to
the fact that the position parameter was positively cor
related with both the scan and generate parameters.
Thus, apparent increases in mental positioning difficulty
for concrete properties subjects may have been due to
actual increases in the difficulty of scanning and generat
ing images.

Analysis of the concrete properties model parameters
was complicated by correlations within and across
models. For this reason, the problems were divided into
subsets. In the first subset (eight problems), the value
of scan was 0, the value of encode was either 0 or 1, and
the value of generate was either 0 or 2. This subset per
mitted an assessment of the encode and generate param
eters independent of the influence of scan and search.
The only remaining correlation was that between generate
and position, and this correlation worked against find
ing the hypothesized interaction. Representation groups
interacted in the expected way with both encode
[F(I,21O) =4.04, p<.05] and generate [F(I,210)=
5.73, p < .05]: Concrete properties subjects showed
larger increases in error rates than did abstract direc
tional subjects when problems required more difficult
encoding and image generation.

In the complementary subset of eight problems, we
could analyze the scan parameter while controlling for
encode and generate. For these problems, the effect of
scan actually was greater for abstract directional subjects
than for concrete properties subjects, as suggested by
Table 5. Since scan was strongly correlated with both
parameters of the abstract directional model (particu
larly in this subset), this finding is difficult to interpret.

Implicationsfor Theoriesof Reasoning
These results suggest that no single theory of solving

three-term series reasoning problems can account for the
data of all subjects, unless that theory includes an
account of why individual subjects adopt one representa
tional scheme rather than another. In particular, differ
ent "componential" analyses of reasoning (Sternberg,
1980) may be appropriate for different groups of sub
jects. Differences in the way people make transitive
inferences cannot be described simply by different
parameters of a single information processing model.

The two categories of reasoners identified in these
studies may think about problems in ways consistent
with two strategies for representing linear orders pro
posed by Mynatt and Smith (1977). Mynatt and Smith
suggested that some subjects represent linear orders by
a "rehearsal" strategy, whereas others use an "imagery"
strategy. Rehearsal may correspond to the representa
tion employed by abstract directional thinkers. The
imagery strategy may be closer to the representational
scheme used by concrete properties thinkers. Mynatt
and Smith set up different conditions to cue groups of
people to use one or the other strategy. The present
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studies may have identified the same strategies employed
spontaneously by different people for a common set of
reasoning problems.

There is a similarity between the factors found to
influence the performance of the two groups ofreasoners
in these studies and the spatial and linguistic factors
involved in previous debates over theories of solving
three-term series problems. It is tempting to conclude
that the heterogeneity of mental representations found
in these studies "resolves" the theoretical debate about
reasoning. Such a conclusion is almost certainly an over
simplification. The procedures used in the present studies
have special characteristics that may not generalize to
other procedures commonly employed. Among the criti
cal procedural characteristics of the present studies are
the following: (1) The dependent measure was accuracy
under a deadline, (2) the terms and relations were selected
for ease of spatial representation, (3) an entire problem
was presented before a pause allowing for a response,
(4) negatives were not used in any problem, (5) subjects
were not allowed to write down anything but their
answers, and (6) subjects were not discarded from the
analyses because of high error rates. Altering one or
more of these procedural characteristics may change
either the nature of the retrospective reports obtained
or the pattern of performance within a group of subjects
giving the kind of reports found in these studies.

Implications for the Assessment of Reasoning
The present results suggest that scores on standard

tests of reasoning may be much more complicated than
an indication of the efficiency with which a particular
examinee executes a sequence of mental operations com
mon to all examinees. In the present studies, concrete
properties thinkers typically scored lower than abstract
directional thinkers on the test-like tasks used. This
result implies that a score on a reasoning test may at
least partially indicate what sort of mental representa
tion an examinee adopted for an entire set of problems.

As French (Note 1) hypothesized and present results
confirm, different problem solvingstyles in a population
mean that item difficulty and the factor composition of
reasoning tests may differ across groups of subjects. The
most important remaining question is why individuals
spontaneously adopt different mental representations on
a reasoning test and whether this account of reasoning
test scores permits a greater understanding of the corre
lates of such scores.

The Method of RetrospectiveReporting
The present studies provide a direct assessment of

the usefulness of retrospective reports on cognitive pro
cesses. Some previous researchers have regarded reports
as being useless; others have assumed the validity of
reports without an empirical test. Most commonly,
retrospective reports have been used in a very informal
way to suggest or corroborate hypotheses. In the present
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studies, however, retrospective reports played a critical
role as the basis for classifying subjects. The resulting
classification scheme was reliable as assessed by inter
judge agreement and agreement with nonverbal methods
of reporting. The classification of subjects based on
retrospective reports also was valid. Subjects giving
different retrospections exhibited different patterns of
reasoning errors consistent with their retrospections.

In further research, the validity of retrospective
reports for three-term series reasoning problems has been
tested in other ways. Abstract directional thinkers have
been found to score higher than concrete properties
thinkers on tests of spatial (but not verbal) aptitude
(Grimes, 1980; Egan, Note 2). Compared with abstract
directional thinkers, concrete properties thinkers have
proved to be more sensitive to the consistency between
the appearance of terms as suggested by a problem's
wording and the actual appearance of the terms drawn
on stimulus cards (Grimes, 1980). Patterns of subjects'
reasoning errors can be altered in predictable ways by
directions to adopt the abstract directional or concrete
properties strategies described in Tables 3 and 4 (Egan,
Note 2).

General conditions for using the method of retro
spective reporting remain to be established (see Nisbett
& Wilson, 1977; Smith & Miller, 1978). Ericsson and
Simon's (1980) recent model of verbal reporting suggests
that the method used in the present studies had both
desirable and undesirable aspects. On one hand, the
present method probed for fairly specific memories,
a desirable feature according to Ericsson and Simon
(1980). In Experiment 2, this method of verbal report
ing was followed by even more specificnonverbal probes,
another desirable feature.

A possibly undesirable aspect of the present method
was that the verbal reports were given retrospectively
rather than concurrently with reasoning. The rationale
was to collect reasoning performance data (in this case,
error rates under a deadline) that could be used to vali
date different reports and to use conditions for the
reasoning task similar to those employed by other investi
gators. Concurrent reporting probably would have
affected the time course of reasoning if not the repre
sentational strategy selected (see Ericsson & Simon,
1980). Granting the potential drawback of memory
failure, retrospective reporting in these studies proved to
be a reliable and ultimately valid method of examining
higher-levelmental processing.

SUMMARY

These studies provide evidence for two informal obser
vations about deductive reasoning that have previously
lacked clear empirical support. One naive observation
now supported by data is that different people seem to
reason in qualitatively different ways. Even if the two
models of reasoning developed here are not entirely cor
rect, the more important result is that they are different.

These studies strongly suggest that the performance of
different subjects cannot be characterized simply by dif
ferent parameters of a single information processing
model. The other naively compelling but formerly
untested observation is that people seem to be able to
report how they reason. The present results make it
clear that verbal reports about reasoning carry infor
mation. Although no subject described a comprehen
sive model of reasoning, retrospective reports did con
tain enough information to classify subjects reliably,
and the resulting classification scheme apparently was
valid.
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NOTES

1. The reliability of the data was estimated in the following
way. For each group of subjects, error rates on the 16 problem
types were correlated across Experiments 1 and 2. These correla-
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tions (r = .907 for abstract directional subjects and r =.571 for
concrete properties subjects) are estimates of the proportion of
reliable variance within each experiment for each group of sub
jects. These estimates compare closely to the R2 values for the
fit of the abstract directional model to the abstract directional
subjects in the two experiments (R 2 = .864 and .876) and the fit
of the concrete properties model to concrete properties subjects
(R 2 = .636 and .627). It was also possible to estimate the reli
ability of the combined data from Experiments 1 and 2 by apply
ing the Spearman-Brown formula. The estimate for the com
bined abstract directional data was r =.951, and for concrete
properties subjects, it was r =.727. These last estimates are com
parable to the fit of the abstract directional model (R 2 =.903)
and the concrete properties model (R 2 =.801) to the combined
data of the respective groups. This analysis suggests that the
fit of the models is somewhat limited by the reliability of the
data, particularly in the case of concrete properties subjects.
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